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SHARKA BOSAKOVA

This new modular form allows you to carry less and create more.
Taking you from day to night, from city to beach, the lightweight interactive pieces are
designed with cutting edge technology and classic European artistry.
Inspired by the rustic textures of the Australian coastal landscape, the kinetic,
interchangeable design is:
· Modular
· Made on demand
· Made locally from plant-based degradable filaments
Each component contains internal magnets for tailored orientation or a combination
assembly with additional pieces, allowing the wearer to create their own unique
aesthetic statement. The range of shapes and colour combinations makes the small
objects a showpiece brooch, pendant, necklace or even a set of earrings.

Size:
NECK
Piece
WHOLESALE
S: 180 x 160 mm, 75g - $280
+2Thorns

CATALOGUE
Color: black, painted
| 2020
THORN

Size:
S: 50 x 25 mm, 15g - $60/pair $110
L: 70 x 30mm, 14g - $70/ pair $120
Color: black, painted, translucent,
blue, metal, copper, deep purple

SPIKED
Component

Size:
S: 120 x 40 mm, 18g - $100
L: 175 x 65 mm, 46g - $140
Color: black, translucent,
blue, metal

BIG
WHOLESALE
Component
CATALOGUE
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BENT
Component

Size:
S: 100 x 30 mm, 13g - $90
L: 150 x 35 mm, 30g - $130
Color: black, translucent, blue,
metal

Size:
S: 55 x 25 mm, 8g - $80
L: 85 x 30 mm, 16g - $120
Color: black, translucent

SMALL
Component

Size:
S: 50 x 20 mm, 8g - $80
L: 75 x 30 mm, 15g - $100
Color: black, translucent, blue,
metal

ELLIPSE
2X

Size:
S: 40 x 20 mm, 7g - pair $110
Color: black, translucent, painted, blue,
metal, copper, purple

1/2 ELLIPSE
2X

Size:
S: 50 x 30mm, 20g - pair $110
Color: black, translucent, painted, blue,
metal, copper, purple

STRANDED

Size:
S: 120 x 30 mm + strands, 20g - $160
Color: black, painted

Size:
POLYHORN
WHOLESALE
S: 40 x 20 mm, 7g - $60/pair $110
CATALOGUE L: 60 x 25 mm, 10g - $70/ pair $120
| 2020
Color: black, translucent, blue, metal

SPELL

Size:
S: 330x 25 mm, 20g - $100/pair $180
L: 400 x 40 mm, 35g - $120/pair $220
Color: black

SPHERES
2X

Size:
S: 35 x 30 mm, 20g - $110
L: 50 x 40 mm, 40g - $140
Color: black, translucent, painted,
blue, metal, copper

4 SEASONS Color Palette

Base Colors
Silk Colors
Metal
Melange
________________________________________________________________________________

BLACK

TRANSCLUCENT

DEEP PURPLE

MIDNIGHT BLUE

GUN METAL

COPPER

HAND PAINTED

CONTACT
Sharka Bosakova
0418 187 704

http://www.sharkabosakova.com

Email
sharka@sharkabosakova.com

ABOUT:

Imagination and inner creativity were my means of
dealing with everyday reality in my childhood….
I was immersed in my own world, giddily traveling
down the rabbit hole of creation on many occasions,
exploring traditional techniques passed down
through my family lineage while also exploring my
“no-rules” methods.
After graduating with a Masters degree in Theater –
Set & Costume Design at the Janacek Academy of
Music and Performing Arts in Brno, Czech Republic
in 2002, I took a leap of faith and made the move to
Australia, the land of never-ending horizon, red soil,
and an ancient rhythm of nature.
Merging European classic influences with the
outdoor relaxed lifestyle of Australia formed the
basis of my Sharka Bosakova label in 2011.
I explore the world of sustainable production and
invite you to create more with the 3D/OVA
collection.

